A body shape index (ABSI) has been introduced as a marker of the relationship between body composition and all-cause mortality. However, until now, the relationships between ABSI and vascular structure and function have not been evaluated. The aim of this study was to investigate the association of ABSI with vascular structure and function in Spanish adults with intermediate cardiovascular risk. This cross-sectional study analyzed the data of 2354 subjects [age, 35-74 years (median, 62.0 years [range, 56.0-67.0 )]. Vascular function was assessed by measuring cardio-ankle vascular index (CAVI) with the VaSera device and brachial ankle pulse wave velocity (baPWV) by using a validated equation. Vascular structure was assessed by measuring carotid intima-media thickness (IMT) by ultrasonography. Median value of ABSI was 0.083 (range, 0.081-0.090), mean CAVI was (8.5 ± 1.2), and median IMT was 0.727 (range, 0.672-0.799). The values of ABSI and CAVI were higher in men. After adjusting for confounders, ABSI was positively associated with CAVI, baPWV, and average mean IMT. Thus, for each unit increase in ABSI, CAVI increased by 0.16 units, baPWV by 0.25 m/s, and IMT by 0.033 mm. In the logistic regression analysis, the odds ratio of ABSI was > 1 for high CAVI ≥ 9, baPWV ≥ 15 m/s, and IMT ≥ 0.90 mm in the overall subject group, and in the sex-and age-specific (> 62 years, 62 years) subgroups, after adjusting for confounders. The area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve of the ABSI was 0.631 (95% confidence interval [CI], 0.608-0.654) for CAVI ≥ 9, and 0.617 (95% CI, 0.593-0.641) for high baPWV ≥ 15 m/s. ABSI showed a positive association with vascular structure and function, independent of other confounders that might influence weight and fat mass distribution in Spanish subjects at intermediate cardiovascular risk.
Introduction
Body mass index (BMI) is the most widely used measure to assess the presence of overweight and obesity in adults. An elevated BMI is an important risk factor for cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, skeletal muscle disease, and some cancers in developed countries; moreover, it was found associated with increased allcause mortality, cardiovascular disease mortality, and cancer mortality. [1] However, BMI has important limitations, as it does not distinguish between lean and fat mass, or between central and peripheral fat. [2] Waist circumference (WC) is a complementary index that assesses central obesity [3, 4] and predicts mortality risk better than BMI. However, according to the World Health Organization, WC has certain limitations, mainly related to omission of the height or weight of subjects. [5] To overcome these limitations, Krakauer and Krakauer [6] proposed in 2012 the A Body Shape Index (ABSI), which uses readily available clinical data (height, weight, and WC), and estimates visceral obesity and overall adiposity. Since then, several studies have shown that ABSI predicts mortality independently of BMI in the US [6] and European populations, [7] as well as in postmenopausal women. [8] Moreover, ABSI was found to be more strongly associated with all-cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality, and cancer mortality than other anthropometric measurements. [6] [7] [8] [9] Since its description, several studies have analyzed its relationship with cardiovascular diseases and cardiovascular risk factors. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Intima media thickness (IMT) is an independent predictor of the incidence of heart disease, coronary artery disease, and stroke. [15] Brachial ankle pulse wave velocity (baPWV) is an independent predictor of coronary artery disease and mortality in general population [16] and in patients with diabetes mellitus. [17] Cardio-ankle vascular index (CAVI) is associated with carotid and coronary atherosclerosis [18] [19] [20] and is a predictor of cardiovascular events in obese patients. [21] Several studies have shown an association of central obesity (as estimated by WC) and peripheral obesity (as estimated by BMI) with IMT. [17, [22] [23] [24] However, the relationship between adiposity and arterial stiffness remains controversial. Studies in the general population and in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus [24] [25] [26] [27] have shown conflicting results. The association of ABSI with vascular structure and function measures has not been studied. We have found only 1 recently published study showing an association between ABSI and baPWV in Japanese subjects with type 2 diabetes mellitus. [28] Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between ABSI and structural (as estimated by IMT) and functional (as estimated by CAVI and baPWV) vascular measures in Spanish adults at intermediate cardiovascular risk.
Methods

Study design
This trial was a cross-sectional study of subjects recruited for the improving interMediAte RisK management (MARK) study (NCT01428934), [29] a longitudinal study designed to assess whether the ankle-brachial index, arterial stiffness (measured by CAVI), postprandial glucose, glycosylated hemoglobin, self-measured blood pressure, and the presence of comorbidities are independently associated with the occurrence of vascular events. It also investigates whether the predictive capacity of current risk equations can be improved in the intermediate risk population. The current study focuses on the data collected at initial visit of patients.
Study population
In this multicenter study, study population selection was performed by random sampling of individuals that attended general practitioners between July 2011 and June 2013 at 6 health care centers from 3 autonomic communities in Spain and matched the inclusion criteria. Subjects aged 35 to 74 years and with intermediate cardiovascular risk, defined as a 10-year coronary risk ranging from 5% to 15% according to the adapted Framingham risk equation, [30] 10-year vascular mortality risk ranging from 1% to 5% according to the scoring risk in the European equation, [31] or moderate risk according to the European Society of Hypertension guidelines for managing arterial hypertension, were included in the study. [32] Exclusion criteria ( Fig. 1 ) included end-stage disease or institutionalization at the time of the visit, or a history of atherosclerotic disease. This study analyzed the data of 2354 of 2495 subjects included in the MARK study.
Variables and measurement instruments
A detailed description of collection of clinical data and measurement of anthropometric and analytical parameters has been published elsewhere. [29] 
Anthropometric measurements
Body weight was determined twice by using an approved electronic scale (Seca 770, Medical scale and measurement systems, Birmingham, UK) after proper calibration (accuracy ± 0.1 kg). Readings were rounded to 100 g. Height was measured with a stadiometer (Seca 222, Medical scale and measurement systems, Birmingham, UK) and the average of 2 measures was recorded. BMI was calculated as weight (kg) divided by height squared (m 2 ). A BMI > 30 kg/m 2 was considered to define obesity. [32] WC was measured according to the 2007 recommendations of the Spanish Society for the Study of Obesity. [33] ABSI was based on WC adjusted for height and weight using the following formula: [6] ABSI ¼ WCðmÞ=½BMI 2=3 Â heightðmÞ 1=2
Office or clinical blood pressure
Office blood pressure measurement involved 3 measurements of the systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP), using the average of the last 2 measurements, by using a validated sphygmomanometer (OMRON M10-IT; Omron Health Care, Kyoto, Japan), according to the recommendations of the European Society of Hypertension. [34] Mean blood pressure (MBP) was calculated using the following formula
2.6. Cardio-ankle vascular index (CAVI) and brachial-ankle pulse wave velocity (baPWV) CAVI was measured using a VaSera VS-1500 device (Fukuda Denshi Co Ltd, Tokyo, Japan). [35, 36] CAVI values were calculated automatically by estimating the stiffness parameter b by the following equation:
Gomez-Marcos et al. Medicine (2018) 97:47 Medicine where r is blood density, Ps and Pd are SBP and DBP in mm Hg, and pulse wave velocity (PWV) is measured between the aortic valve and the ankle. [37] The mean coefficient of variation of the CAVI measurement was < 5%, small enough to allow for clinical use of this index, confirming that CAVI has a good reproducibility. [36] baPWV was estimated by using the following equation: baPWV ¼ ð0:5934 Â height ðcmÞ þ 14:4724Þ=tba; where tba was the time interval between the arm and ankle waves). [38] Measurements were performed with the patient in the supine position after resting for 10 minutes in a quiet room at a stable temperature. The patients should have not smoked or exercised within the hour prior to the test. The average values of CAVI and baPWV (calculated based on the highest and lowest values of these parameters) were considered for the study.
Carotid intima-media thickness (IMT):
IMT was measured in 448 subjects in the Salamanca cohort, using an ultrasound system (SonoSite Micromaxx; SonoSite Inc, Bothell, WA) with a 5 to 10 MHz high-resolution multifrequency linear transducer. Two researchers, blinded to patients' clinical data and trained to perform this technique before starting the study, evaluated IMT according to previously published recommendations, [39] using the Sonocalc IMT software (SonoSite Inc, Bothell, WA) that performs automatic IMT measurements to optimize reproducibility. The measurement was performed with the patient supine, with the neck extended and the head slightly turned in the direction opposite to the carotid artery being examined, performing a longitudinal Bmode ultrasound. Measurements were performed on a 10 mm longitudinal section of the common carotid artery at a distance of 1 cm proximally to the bifurcation, performing measurements on the proximal and distal walls, in the lateral, anterior, and posterior projections, along a perpendicular axis of the artery. Sixty measurements were performed on the right carotid and another 60 on the left carotid artery, with 10 measurements in each segment analyzed. The average mean IMT was used, as calculated by the software.
Definition of cardiovascular risk factors
Patients were considered hypertensive if they were previously diagnosed with hypertension, were receiving antihypertensive drugs, or had blood pressure levels ≥ 140/90 mm Hg. Diabetic patients were those who were previously diagnosed with this disease, were receiving hypoglycemic drugs, or had fasting blood glucose levels ≥ 126 mg/dL or glycosylated hemoglobin level ≥ 6.5%. Dyslipidemia was defined as a prior diagnosis of this condition, use of lipid-lowering drugs, or fasting total cholesterol levels ≥ 250 mg/dL. 2.9. Lifestyle 2.9.1. Tobacco. Smoking history was assessed by asking questions about the participant's smoking status (smoker/ nonsmoker). Those patients who were currently smoking or who have stopped smoking within the past year were considered smokers.
Alcohol consumption was assessed through a structured questionnaire and was expressed in grams per week. www.md-journal.com 2.9.2. Assessment of the diet quality index (DQI). The diet was evaluated by the diet quality index (DQI), [40] which includes 3 food group categories: daily intake of 1 portion of food in the first food group category was scored as 2; lower and higher intakes were scored as 1 and 3, respectively. Daily consumption of 1 alcoholic drink (1 bottle of beer, 1 glass of wine, or 1 cup of liquor equivalent to approximately 12 g of alcohol) was scored as 3; lower and higher intakes were scored as 1. Consumption of foods from the second food group category considered detrimental was scored as 2, if reported as 4 to 6 times per week; more and less frequent consumption were scored as 1 and 3, respectively. High consumption (4 or more times per week) of food items from the third food group category considered beneficial was scored as 3; intakes of 2 to 3 a week times and less than twice a week were scored as 2 and 1, respectively. All food item scores were summed. The total possible score ranged from 18 to 54. [41] 2.9.3. Physical activity. Leisure time physical activity practice was collected using the Minnesota leisure time physical activity questionnaire that was validated for Spanish men and women. [42, 43] The questionnaire was administered by trained interviewers and included detailed information about physical activity during the preceding year, the number of times this activity was performed, and the average duration of each activity on each occasion. Energy consumption in mean metabolic equivalents (METs) was estimated over 14 days by multiplying the METs of physical activity with the duration (in minutes) and cumulative frequency in the month before the interview.
All investigators that evaluated different tests were blinded to the clinical data of patients. All assessments were made within a period of 10 days.
Statistical analysis
Continuous variables were presented as means± standard deviation for normally distributed variables or medians (interquartile ranges) for the skewed variables. The statistical normality was tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The means of 2 groups were compared using Student t test or Mann-Whitney U test. All categorical variables were presented as numbers and proportions, whereas the x 2 test and Fisher exact test were used for qualitative variables. Rho de Spearman correlation (r) coefficients were calculated to evaluate the relationships among the ABSI, WC, and WC measures and CAVI, baPWV, and IMT. Multiple linear regression models were used to analyze the associations of ABSI with CAVI, baPWV, and IMT. The CAVI, baPWV, and IMT were the dependent variables, and ABSI was included as the independent variable. The following 3 models were developed: model 1 was unadjusted, model 2 was adjusted for age (years) and sex (0 = male and 1 = female), and model 3 was adjusted for age (years), sex (0 = male and 1 = female), smoking (0 = No and 1 = Yes), alcohol consumption (g/wk), physical activity (METs/h/wk), diet quality index score (DQI), mean blood pressure, glycosylated hemoglobin level, heart rate and atherogenic index, and the use of antihypertensive drugs (0 = No and 1 = Yes), lipid lowering drugs (0 = No and 1 = Yes), and antidiabetic drugs (0 = No and 1 = Yes). The exception was the analysis of age-and sex-specific subgroups, where age and sex were respectively not included as adjustment variables. To estimate the association of ABSI with the presence of arterial stiffness, 2 logistic regression models were fitted: unadjusted and adjusted for the variables used in the model 3 of the multiple regression analysis. To determine the status of arterial stiffness, the median values of CAVI (≥ 9) and baPWV (≥15 m/s), as well as the average mean IMT ≥ 0.09 mm were used. The analysis was performed with the overall sample, after grouping individuals by sex and age (for age, the median of 62 years was used as a cutoff). To improve the final interpretation, the ABSI was multiplied one hundred-fold. Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) analyses were performed to examine the diagnostic ability of BMI, WC, and ABSI for CAVI (≥ 9) and baPWV (≥15). The area under the ROC curve (AUROC) and the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were computed to compare the discriminative power of each anthropometric index. Data were analyzed using SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 23.0 software (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY). P values < .05 were considered statistically significant.
Ethics statement
All participants were informed about the objectives and procedures of the study and signed the informed consent form before inclusion. The study was approved by the Clinical Research Ethics Committee of the Primary Care Research Institute Jordi Gol, the Health Care Area of Salamanca and Palma of Mallorca. The study was conducted according to the recommendations of the Declaration of Helsinki . [44] The confidentiality of the information provided by the participants was ensured, complying with the rules established by Spanish Law 15/1999 on the Protection of Personal Data.
Results
Anthropometric data, clinical characteristics, and vascular structure and function measures of the subjects are presented in Table 1 . The median age of the patients was 62.0 (range, 56.0-67.0) years, and 61.9% of them were men. Male patients had a higher percentage of smokers (31.5% vs 22.7%) and hypertension (80.1% vs 75.4%). By contrast, women had a higher prevalence of obesity (40.4% vs 33.4%), dyslipidemia (73.1% vs 63.6%), and diabetes mellitus (36.5% vs 31.8%). The values of overall vascular structure and function measures were 0.727 (range, 0.672-0.799) (IMT median), 8.81 ± 1.16 (CAVI mean), and 14.5 (range, 13.1-16.2) (baPWV median). ABSI median was 0.083 (range, 0.081-0.090). Male patients had higher values for all variables, except for baPWV and IMT, for which no significant differences were detected.
Correlation coefficients
The Rho de Spearman correlation coefficients of ABSI, WC, and BMI with the vascular structure and function parameters are described in Table 2 .
Multiple linear regression analysis
In the multiple linear regression analysis, after adjusting for various confounders, ABSI was positively associated with CAVI, baPWV, and IMT in all models (P < .01 for all, except for the IMT in the subgroup 62 years), as shown in Table 3 , being stronger for subjects older than 62 years. For each unit increase in ABSI, CAVI increased by 0.16, baPWV by 0.25 m/s, and IMT by 0.033 mm. Figure 2 shows the results of unadjusted logistic regression analysis and Fig. 3 shows the results of multiple regression
Logistic regression analysis
Medicine analysis after adjusting for confounders used in the model 3. In the logistic regression analysis, the OR of the ABSI was 1.84 (95% CI, 1.17-2.51) for IMT ≥ 0.90 mm, 1.37 (95% CI, 1.13-1.67) for CAVI ≥ 9, and 1.48 (95% CI, 1.19-1.82) for high baPWV ≥ 15 m/s, in the overall subject group, and in sex-and age-specific (>62 years, 62 years) subgroups, after adjusting for confounders. The OR of the ABSI was also > 1 for all evaluated parameters, when the subjects were grouped by sex and age (> 62 years, < 62 years).
Curves ROC analysis
The AUROC of the ABSI was 0.631 (95% CI, 0.608-0.654) for CAVI ≥ 9, and 0. 
Discussion
Our study revealed a positive association between ABSI and used vascular structure and function measures. This association was independent of drugs used to treat hypertension, diabetes Continuous variables were presented as means ± standard deviation for normally distributed variables or medians (interquartile ranges) for the skewed variables. Categorical variables were presented as numbers and proportions. METs-min/wk metabolic equivalent minutes per week. BMI = body mass index, ABSI = a body shape index, SBP = systolic blood pressure, DBP = diastolic blood pressure, MBP = mean blood pressure, LDL = low-density lipoprotein, HDL = high-density lipoprotein, FPG = fasting plasma glucose, HbA1c = glycosylated hemoglobin, CAVI = cardio ankle vascular index, baPWV = brachial ankle pulse wave velocity, IMT = intima media thickness of common carotid.
)). * These variables analyses were conducted in 448 patients. P value differences between male and females. Some studies found that IMT and increased arterial stiffness are associated with an increased number of cardiovascular events and mortality, both in general population and in diabetic patients. [20, [45] [46] [47] [48] On the other hand, ABSI is more associated with all-cause mortality and cardiovascular and cancer mortality than are other anthropometric measurements, and it predicts allcause mortality independently of BMI. [6] [7] [8] Therefore, finding an association between ABSI and vascular structure and function may provide new approaches to evaluate the risk of cardiovascular events in people at intermediate cardiovascular risk.
In this study the mean value of CAVI was higher in men, which is in agreement with published data indicating that CAVI increases linearly with age according to the following formulas: CAVI = 5.0 + 0.048 Â age (years) in men, and CAVI = 4.8 + 0.045 Â age (years) in women, [49] and that the values of CAVI are higher in men than in women (approximately by 0.2, which is equivalent to 4-5 years old). [49] [50] [51] We found no sex differences in the median values of baPWV, which is consistent with data published by Tomiyama et al [52] who showed that the effect of age on baPWV is different according to sex category. Prepubertal Table 3 Multiple regression analysis of ABSI with CAVI, baPWV, and IMT. These variables analysis were conducted in 448 patients. P statistically significant differences (P < .05). Figure 2 . Logistic regression analysis showing unadjusted overall, sexspecific, and age-specific ( 62 and >62 years) OR of ABSI according to CAVI (A), baPWV (B), and average mean IMT (C). OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence interval, CAVI = cardio-ankle vascular index, baPWV = brachial-ankle pulse wave velocity, IMT = intima media thickness.
ABSI
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Medicine women have a higher arterial stiffness than men, and this increases after menopause. However, men show a linear increase in arterial stiffness from puberty. This suggests that women have large arteries that are intrinsically more rigid compared with those of men. However, in women of reproductive age, the effects are offset by sex steroids. [53, 54] Therefore, the relationship between ABSI and the analyzed arterial stiffness parameters may be modified by the influence of age and sex upon arterial aging.
Bouchi et al [55] found that increased visceral fat, with a normal weight, is associated with increased arterial stiffness. Kim et al [56] in turn showed that increased visceral fat, with a normal WC, is associated with increased carotid atherosclerosis. Therefore, elevated ABSI values might indicate low skeletal muscle mass with increased visceral adiposity, together implying an accelerated progression of arterial stiffness. In this regard, ABSI could be an important addition to BMI for identifying subjects at intermediate cardiovascular risk and with an increased risk of arterial stiffness.
This study is the first to show that ABSI may be an important marker of IMT and arterial stiffness, assessed by CAVI and baPWV, in a large sample of Spanish subjects at intermediate cardiovascular risk. Moreover, this association is maintained in the analysis of those subjects when grouped by sex and age (>62 years, 62 years). The results of this study suggest that the association between ABSI and arterial stiffness is greater beyond the age of 62 years and in men. On the other hand, age is known to influence arterial stiffness-the latter increasing after 60 years of age. [49, 52] We have found 2 studies that analyzed the relationship between ABSI and arterial stiffness, measured by baPWV, in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus [28] and in Chinese adults. [57] Their results agree with those found in our investigation. ABSI is positively associated with arterial stiffness assessed by baPWV, independently of visceral adiposity. [28, 57] A noteworthy aspect of this study is that the association is maintained after adjusting for different lifestyles that could affect the distribution of body fat and nonfat mass, such as exercise, diet, smoking, and alcohol drinking, and act as confounders in the association of ABSI with arterial stiffness.
However, several studies have analyzed the association of other anthropometric measurements (BMI and WC) with arterial stiffness. In the general population without cardiovascular disease, [25] [26] [27] carotid femoral pulse wave velocity (cfPWV) showed a moderately positive relationship with WC (correlation coefficient r, 0.16-0.40) and BMI (r, 0.12-0.35). Nevertheless, in the study by Rodrigues et al, [25] when performing multiple regression analysis adjusted for age, mean arterial pressure, and heart rate, BMI showed a negative association (b = À0.103, P = .12), and the observed relationship with WC was lost. Only Strasser et al [27] confirmed the association of these anthropometric measurements with baPWV, obtaining similar results with for (r = 0.26) and BMI (r = 0.23). Studies conducted on diabetic patients [58] [59] [60] [61] showed a weaker relationship between cfPWV and anthropometric measurements, obtaining r coefficients between 0.08 and 0.15, both for WC and BMI. Furthermore, in some cases, the relationship with WC [59] or BMI [60] disappeared after adjusting for potential confounders. Finally, the study conducted by Recio-Rodrigues et al [24] in healthy subjects and in hypertensive and diabetic patients concluded that, independently of the presence of diabetes mellitus or hypertension, abdominal obesity correlates better than peripheral obesity with cfPWV and IMT. This negative association of BMI with CAVI has already been described in previous studies. In a studio realized in 23,257 healthy Japanese subjects showed that after adjusting for confounders, the CAVI correlated negatively with BMI in both sexes (r = À 0.119). [51] These findings are consistent with our own observations. Furthermore, this negative correlation has also been reported in other population groups, such as children [62] and hypertensive and type 2 diabetic patients. [63] Similarly, waist circumference has shown a negative association with CAVI in subjects with metabolic syndrome. [64, 65] However, not all studies have found a negative association. Consequently, the relationship between weight gain and arterial stiffness involves complex mechanisms, and vascular adaptation to fat accumulation remains the subject of controversy. Likewise, the physiopathological mechanisms explaining how obesity increases the incidence of cardiovascular disease complementary to the classical risk factors have not been fully clarified. [66] On the other hand, it must be remembered that arterial stiffness depends on arterial wall elasticity and diameter, and a positive correlation has been found between BMI and aortic diameter measured by nuclear magnetic resonance. [67] This could partially explain the negative association of BMI with arterial stiffness.
The results of our study suggest that ABSI is an anthropometric parameter that offers advantages over BMI in the analysis of the association between adiposity and the vascular structure and function measures in subjects with intermediate cardiovascular risk. This could be explained by the fact that ABSI takes BMI, WC, and height into account, mitigating the limitations of these parameters considered separately. [2, 5] In our study, ABSI was positively correlated to CAVI and baPWV, while BMI showed a negative correlation to CAVI and no correlation to baPWV. We therefore consider that ABSI is a measure that offers complementary clinical information beyond the mere mathematical effect derived from its calculation, since it shows a direct correlation to the two used stiffness measures, thereby facilitating clinical interpretation.
Our results suggest that the association of arterial stiffness with measures of central obesity (WC) and peripheral obesity (BMI) is unclear both in general population and in patients with diabetes mellitus. Therefore, based on this study, it is necessary to promote new research on large samples, examining various anthropometric measurements and stiffness measures of the central and peripheral vascular system. In summary, the results of our investigation are novel and may have important clinical relevance, showing the association of ABSI, which includes measures of both general and abdominal obesity, with vascular structure and function in patients at intermediate cardiovascular risk. It also provides information to conduct prospective studies and to analyze whether its use would improve cardiovascular risk equations. Therefore, because it is easy to determine and has a low cost, ABSI can be useful in clinical practice.
The main limitation of our study is its cross-sectional design, which did not allow us to establish causal relations or the direction of the influence of the vascular structural and functional parameters on ABSI and vice versa. Second, the population of this study was ethnically homogeneous (all subjects were Spanish at intermediate cardiovascular risk), and therefore, the extrapolation of our findings may be limited. Another limitation that should be kept in mind is that carotid ultrasound measurements were only performed in 448 subjects.
In conclusion, the results of this study indicate that ABSI is positively associated with vascular structure and function, independently of BMI and other confounders that may influence weight and fat mass distribution in subjects at intermediate cardiovascular risk. Therefore, ABSI, because of easy calculation and low cost, can be a useful clinical tool to detect individuals at high risk of presenting abnormalities in vascular structure and function.
